Controllers
This list is to help you check the competitor's tackle
ROD ‐ LINE ‐ LEADER ‐ FLIES
Measure every fish presented
Write into 'Remarks Box' ‐ any infractions or comments

2016 WFFC Competitor Compliance Check List
5 minutes before session start ‐ complete the competitor compliance check list.
Check off this list of items ‐ review anglers rigged rods and after a tackle change, if desired.
Multiple rods may be rigged on rivers. Carrying extra rods while wading is allowed.
Single handed rods only, not more than 12 feet in length.
Leader 2x length of fly rod maximum.
Fly line type, must be fly line.
Micro rings are allowed, 3 max.
Flies must be attached with closed knots and off the Tag (never off the bend of hook or eye).
50 CM minimum distance between flies.
30 CM minimum distance between knots.
Hooks are to be barbless ‐ filed down or pinched barbs are not allowed.
Fly sizing: no cone head, 4mm bead max.
Initial each Scored fish ‐ Initialed at time of measuring (not at end of session).
Net ‐ scoring fish must be presented in net ‐ lay net in tube to measure ‐ don’t take fish out of net.
Hook removal ‐ Controller will remove the hook, but may ask for assistacne from angler to protect fish health.
Bank ‐ Controllers are to stay on the bank, you are not allowed into the water. Do not cross to other side of river.
Session end ‐ Provide competitor with their carbon copy of scores.
Walk competitor to meeting location for competitor pick up.
Only the angler's Team Captain may communicate to competitor. Look at badge.
Boat ‐ Competitor must remain seated at all times.
Boat ‐ Netting of fish must be done only by Competitor.
Boat ‐ All rods must be out of water when rowing boat.
Boat ‐ Drogue must be pulled out of water, if it drops lower than 45 degrees below boat. No anchoring, No bottom snags.

